If it seems like the sky is falling, that's because it is.
know a longer key is harder to break, but it also means that we'll be using a lot more of the battery protecting what is, in reality, data that is hardly a state secret. What do you think is the right level of encryption, if any, to use in such a system, and how can we get the annoying engineer to shut up?
Not So Secret
Dear Not So, It is true that many security-focused engineers can sound like Chicken Little, running around announcing that the sky is falling, but, unless you've been living under a rock, you will notice that, indeed, the sky IS falling. Not a day goes by without a significant attack against networked systems making the news, and the Internet of Terror is leading the charge in taking distributed systems down the road to hell-a road that you wish to pave with your good intentions.
Before we get to the question of encryption and key length, I would like to point out two things. An IoT device is nothing more than an embedded system with a TCP/IP stack. It is not a magical object that is somehow protected from attackers because of how cool, interesting, or colorful it is.
Second, and I can't believe I have to point this out to people who would read or write to KV, but the Internet has a lot of stuff on it, and it's getting bigger every day. Once upon a time, there were fewer than 100 nodes on the Internet, and that time is long past. KV has three Internetenabled devices within arm's reach, and, if you think a billion users of the Internet aren't scary, try multiplying that by 10 once every fridge, microwave, and hotel alarm clock can spew packets into the ether(net).
Let's get this straight: if you attach something to a network-any network-it had better be secured as well as possible, because I am quite tired of being awakened by the sound of the gnashing of teeth caused by each and every new network security breach. The Internet reaches everywhere, and if even one-tenth of one percent of the people on it are bad actors, then that's one million potential attackers across the earth, and each one may be in control of far more than three devices! Encryption, in and of itself, is not a solution to securing a system. There are many components that go into building a secure system and service, most of which I won't go into here due to limitation of space and my blood pressure medicine, which my doctor tells me not to grind between my teeth. Encrypted communication is one tool to be used when securing a networked service. You say that there are no "state secrets" in your system, and, I guess, so long as the president isn't staying in one of your IoT-equipped hotels, perhaps that's true. Even if the president no longer eats children for breakfast, there are plenty of other risks involved in building a system as you've described.
If attackers gain access to the private Wi-Fi network that the hotel uses to deploy your system-which is likely, because the hotel will probably pick a password such as "1234567890"-then they can see all the traffic used to perform operations. Want to wake your neighbors at 01:00, 03:00, and 05:00? Simple, just create a request with their room number and the appropriate settings. Perhaps you would like to put a hotel out of business? Easy enough, just order expensive champagne from room service for everyone staying in the hotel. Hotel guests will gladly accept it and then sue to have it removed from their bills. Attacks don't have to occur at the NSA/FSB/ GCHQ or similar levels to run you and your customers out of business. I think you can see why your engineer is talking about encryption.
You didn't mention authentication at all, so let's talk a bit about that as well, because authentication protocols also require the use of cryptographic algorithms-the ones, you complain, that drain your batteries. The system you describe needs the ability to discern who made a request as a way of preventing the attack I just described, where I ordered champagne for everyone in the hotel. How are you going to make sure that room 237 really ordered those drinks?
Now that I've convinced you that connections to the back-end system need to be both encrypted and authenticated, we can split hairs on how big a key to use, and, you know what they say, the bigger the key, the deeper the lock! Choosing algorithms and key sizes is where we can start to talk about device features and power usage.
At the moment, the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) set of algorithms is what is used most often for encryption, and this protocol has at least three standard key lengths: 128, 192, and 256 bits. There are various recommendations on key lengths, but I rather like the comparison of several sets of recommendations on this website: https://www.keylength.com/en/4/. NSA-whoops, I mean NIST-suggests AES-128 as a minimum from 2016 through 2030, and as your system does not contain state secrets, it ought to be sufficient for your use.
Many embedded microprocessors now come with dedicated circuits to offload cryptographic operations. The offloading of crypto algorithms is nothing new and is subject to the same "cycle of life" that we see in other areas of software and systems engineering, where specialized services first appear as add-on peripherals, then show up in the CPU itself. In the 1990s microprocessors weren't able to keep up with the then-new algorithms being used to set up VPNs (virtual private networks), so companies produced cryptographic offload chips. Processors got faster and larger, and what couldn't be handled by frequency scaling was put into special instructions to handle the harder parts of crypto. Embedded processors, like all processors, continue to gain more circuits, including those for cryptography. Any device, such as yours, that drives a display is bound to have some sort of cryptographic engine, and the only reason to ignore it is sheer laziness. It is very likely that your embedded processor already has 
